CLUB ACTIVITY – ‘EXPED MEDTECH: EXPERIMENTING
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES’

CLUB ACTIVITY BY
MED-LAUNCHERS
Details of the event:
Event name

Exped MedTech - Experimenting Medical
Technologies

Date

27-02-2020

Time

12:30 pm – 4:00 pm

Rules - Group Activity


Number of people per group: 3 or 4 in a team



Number of rounds: 3 rounds



Prize money: 1st place - Rs. 1000



2nd place – Rs. 500

Round 1: Biomedical Technical Quiz


20 Questions



General Knowledge: Aptitude Based and Technical Questions



Duration: 15minutes



6 Teams qualified for the next round

Round 2a: Medical Pictionary


One member of a team was given a word and he/she had to draw pictures as Clues. The
teammates had to guess the given word, within the given time. (Pictorial Version of Dumb
Charades).



The team would be disqualified if the person drawing the word states the word directly or
if any letter representation is used instead of drawings.



Time Limit: 3 minutes per team



No elimination in this Round

Round 2b: Speakathon / Oral Skills


Speaking about their Pictionary topic



A preparation time of 2 minutes was given to the teams



Every member of the team had to speak for at least 1 minute



Time Limit: 4 minutes per team



Based on the Presentation and Delivery, 4 teams qualified for the next Round

Round 3: Med Ads


The teams had to advertise and promote the product given to them



The product maybe a medical instrument or any medical related product



Time Limit: 5 minutes per team and the time limit cannot be exceeded



The winners were selected based on Creativity, Advertisement Content, and Presentation.



All the members of the team were expected to participate

A few pictures of the club activity on 27th February, 2020

Outcome of the Club Activity
Club activities act as a platform for exchanging ideas and for dissemination of information, by
bringing all semester students together, under one roof.
Prize Winners:
Prizes were given to the best teams, based on the following criteria:
1. How the team analyses the topic
2. Creativity
3. Way of presentation
4. Knowledge about the topic
Prize

Team Name

1st Prize

Maruthi Prasad

(2 Teams)

Pramod G
Pratik Thapa
Paavana S
Sri Lakshmi S

nd

2 Prize

Varsha B T
Namratha K
Pritisha
Thanmayee B N

The Event was attended by peers of the participating students of 6th and 8th semesters of Medical
Electronics, as well as the faculty.

